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APPENDIXA. 

MEMORANDUM BY THE HON'BLE MR. F. S. P. LELY C.s.1., DATED THE 10TH JANUARY 1924. 

It is understood that during the discussion of the Budget the Additional Members of the 
Governor-General in Council are allowed much latitude in expressing opinions and making 
representations on matters connected with the administration. It is manifest, h9wever, that 
8n official member should avail. himself of this freedom under special limitations. It is not 
becomiog that he should pose in public as a critic of the Government he serves, or say 
anything which may be seized upon as a handle by agitators. At the same time if he h8.' in bis 
miod matters, which he thinks to be of grave importance, it may be that no objection will be 
taken to his record ing them in a written note. 

2. J.f this is accepted, I respeCtfully ask permission to submit in a few words the result 
of my general observation of the liquor traffic-not to suggest any change in the policy of the 
Government of India, but only to urge that ita ~pirit does not entirely permeaie those who hat·. to 
~itmd. , ' 

. 3. If the views of the Government of India are correct,ly understood by me, it is recognised 
that liquor-drinking among the natives of India is an evil which in the best interests of rulers 
snd ruled be resisted. Abkari revenue though it represents the chief means of repression in the 
hands of ('-.ovemment,yet bears a stain upon it. The money would he better got in almost any 
other way. There are large tract., of country where reductions or remissions of land revenue 
and incresse of labourers' wages only mesns male expenditure on drink. There are large 
numbers of young men of the better class who are lost to the state and their families by acquiring 
th~ habit. Whether or not it is generally on the increase I am unable after much enquiry to say. 
The evidence of men who know native society is conflicting. It is probable that the Hindu 
reaction of the recent years may have had the result of checking the wholesale demoralization 
of the respectable classes which once seemed to be getting in. Yet the weekly vernacular 
magazin e of on e of the most advanced sects of Brahmios in Western India.-the Ana vIa Brahmin-

. often recurs, especially in it. poetical columns, to the vice of drinking in words ofregret an d alarm . 
. There is no doubt that in that community, if no other, it is spreading. The labQuring classes, 
on the other hand, are not deterred by shame and the younger men among them, as soon as 
they get money, are tempted to the grog shop. It is also true that many who or whose fathers 
took opium are, since the restrictive measures on tbat drug, substituting liquor. 

4. Now the policy of Government is fixed and the men who have to carry it out are loy,\l • 
.And yet 1 ha"" .. "ver met a nati,,!, officud or rwn-'Iificial, inteUi9ent or otherwise, wlio i/o .. notfirmly 
believe that Government fosters the traffic fOl' the sake of revenue and would not wiUingly let it 90. 
The reason mainly is that the admioistrators of all ranks are too prone to think that their work 
of prevention is done when the price bas been raised to the highest practicable point, and when 
they have ascertained that new shops meet a demand and are not "nuisance" to neighbours. 
They do not realise that their aims should be first to put down illicit drinking and then to put 
down drinking altogether. The result is that the Abkari Department is often not in accord 
with the spirit of the Supreme Government and not in cne line with the best moral sense of the 
country. The plan of campaign is right enough but the mioor tact,ics are often wrong. 

~. It is to bring to the notice of the Government of India the existence of this widespread 
feeling that this memorandum is written. To withhold the supply of liquor altogether would 
be futile. To plmisb drunkenness, as the Ma ... tJias did, with flogging, fine or imprisonment would 
offend against the principles of modem jurisprudence. But it might be made more clear to the 
people that Government is on the side of abstinence. . ' 

6. I proceed to no~e a few instances of mistaken management which also by the way go far 
to explain the pop\\lar belief. When new shops are proposed the loc-81 officers are, as a rule, 
careful to get the opinion of the neighboul'S, but much less attention is paid to the position oi 
old ones. Numerous shops exist on frequented high roads, in bazaars, near markets, ilear mills-. 
veritable traps to catch the weak, the thirsty, the tired, at their inost susceptible moments. 
It is no defence to say that these sites have been so held for so long a time past. The fact remains 
that they attract by sight and smell many customers who would not enter them if they were not 
thrust upon their notices. I have reason to believe that this is true not of one part of India, but 
of many. It is on record that the late Rae Bahadur Ranchodlal Chotalal, C.I.E., a large 
mill-owner and non-official President of the Ahmedabad Municipality, among other efforts, 
moved the Collector to close two shops, one of which was in the centre of three mil!l! and was 
.. a great temptation to the labourers going to the mills." The Collector's reply was that 
.. the sales show a large demand at the two shops and they cannot therefore be closed." In a 
recent conversation the intelligent Manager of one of the three mills stated" some of our work. 
people are confirmed topers wbo would go any distance for drink, but most of them when they 
have mOlley in their pockets step into the shop close by for the sake of company, because one 
urges the other to do so. If they had half a mile to walk for it, they would not go." It may be 
interesting to mention tbat Mr. Ranchodlal, though he was not successful in getting these 
shops removed, was able by influence "ith .the body of mill-owners, to get wages paid ol>ce a 
fortnight instead of once ... week, thus reducing the occasions of special temptation. He 
tried mICe a month, but this was resisted by the operatives and had to be abandoned. 

a 'I83-4li 
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7. Men of the class of Bhils will walk ten miles not only to get liquor, but to save a pie per 
bottle in the price. But to the great majority of travellers on the high rouds, and persons of 
settled .Iife ?ro~~quity often makes .the diHerence between drinking and not drinking. It 
should, m my opmlOn, be made a standing order that all shops should be gradually and consider. 
ably, but e.~ soon as possible, removed to not less than half a mile from places of common resort, 
such as main thorolJ{Jhfares, markets, miUs, docks, vill<Jge8. Habitual drinkers would complain 
and the value of every shop would fall, but the motive of Goyernment would' be only 
appreciated by e.ll the better men of the community. 

. 8. There is some diHerence between villages and towns in this matter. It is with much 
regret that I have often seen the Government drinking shop in a populous villsge, and haye 
heard it said (not without truth) that such and such well·known men haye been tempted to slip 
across the road and become drunkards. Government already keeps down consumption among 
the poor by high prices. If it a.!so imposed a distance test, it would save itself from much odium. 

9.· In towns of any size a half·mile from the outskirts would make the distance too great 
and would not be practicable. At the same time the liquor den in frequented places is a scandal 
which would be allowed to remain. In order to provide for those who are determined at any 
cost to get drink, without tempting others, it is suggested as a plan worth trying, that a street 
or space should be set apart for the liquor market. Gradually as opportunity occurred 211 the 
shops might be concentrated in this place which should be at a distance from' the resorts of the 
people likely to be affected. It would, moreover,.gain a bad ~epute as the place of· drinking, 
so that a man of respectable caste would not venture to be seen in or near it forfear of exciting 
remark. This would be no sme.ll advantage in a country where public opinion is the onlyeffec. 
tive safeguard against the acquirement of vicious habits. It may be noted that in Surat 
22 toddy shop! and 7 liquor shops have been gathered together. The place, however, is badly 
selected as being a main street, and the scheme is partially worked out. Fully adopted" it would 
be congenial to native custom, which tends to aggregate every pursuit in its own quarter. It 
would also facilitate supervision. 

10. It is nOG suggested that this change should be made by a tour deforce. In most places 
it would require forethought and even so the clamour of "vested interest£ " would have to be 
faced. The whole of the shops in a moderate sized town or group in a city, if they belonged to 
various licensees, would have to be dealt with together, for it would be manifestly unfair to remove 
S3me and leave others. Often it would perhaps be necessary t.o acquire a piece of ground for the 
purpose, but the expense would not be large for by the nature of the case as the land would be 
out·of·the·way and therefore not valuable. The cost would be recouped by ground· rents and 

. Gover!lment as landlord would be in a better position to control the construction of the shops 
and other details. I would hmbly suggest that the p.!an might be tried in selected places 88 an 

experimenAnt. h . hi h' . '. . il ' . G . h 
11. ot er practlCe w c m my opmIon unnecessar y compromISes .ovemment IS t .8t 

of grdDting leave to the local licensees to open temporary shops at "melas", i.e., assemblages for 
religion or trade. The presumption which is held t<? justify it is that when the people meet to 
enjoy themselves they will get liquor licitly if they can, and if not, then illicitly. But all private 
distillation by a population living in the open within a certain area could be easily detected by a 
sufficiently strong. preventive staff. All intelligent native officials I have consulted agree that, 
if special shops were absolutely prohibited, the confirmed drinkers would bring with them a 
supply sllbjectedto the Regulation forbidding the transport of more than a limited amount at 
one time; and that the large ma.jority would be without. Thus abstin·ence would be encourag· 
ed, and the policy of Government would be cleared of misunderstanding which is now caused 
by the settling'up under the flag of State of a centre of temptation in the midst of a holiday 
gathering. Permission is usually given at the discretion of the head of the district. I would 
forbid altogether, except perhaps in special cases with the sanction of the Commissioner. It is 
not a matter into which the personal equation should enter. The moral effect would be un· 
deniable and the feasibility of the proposal is further demonstrated hy the facts that some heads 
of districts do wit.hhold permission, and that in many cities it is a custom to close, for Police 
reasons, all shops, at times of excitement like the Moharrum anel. the Holi. If local supply can 
be stopped during such periods, it might be also d\j1'ing a limited time within the area of a mela. 

12. Melas that are prolonged for more than a few days should be treated on the analogy 
of towns. . 

13. According to my experience, shops even for country liquor usually contain a compart· 
ment more or less hidden from publio view to which those asbamed to be seen drinking may 
retire. Thus an effecti'Ve deterrent is done away with. It should be a rule under the license that 
only one large room shoul~ be provided and tha~ without nooks an.d corners ~d without mean~ 
of ingress or egress except m front. I am also mformed by Mr. BIgueli that m Calcutta some 
licensees have detached rooms at the back to which customers are invited to retire away from 
observation. They should be forbidden to keep up any rooms in addition to the shop for 
drinking or any other purpose, except for their own private residence or for storing liquor. The 
latter should not be open to the puhlic and should be open to inspection at all times byautho. 
riSed officers. These points are after all not of so much importance in the country shops 8.' in 
tht' Europe liquor shops whicb chiefly are frequented by the better claEses and c8,te •. 
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14. Before leaving the country liqnor shops it may be mentioned that when the system 
in vO!,'Ile commits a whole district ora large part of it to a single contractor or licensee who 
assnmes a semi-official position, he is likely to exercise a very objectionable inflnence. Nothing 
will prevent the people from regarding him as the agent of Government. When I was Collector 
of Burat, the Hindu Ghanchis (oil-pressers), from a desire to raise themselves socially, made a 
caste law that the drinking of liquor at their feasts should be stopped. It was a matter of common 
mtoriety at the time tbat the Government contractor of the district, or bis agent .. when they came 
to know (If this, bribed the caste-leaders by offer of free liquor and otherw;"e to abandon their 
pasition. It is not likely that the temperance movement would have lasted in'any case, bnt the 
Hight of the Government man of business interposing to break it down was not a pleasant one. 
So far 86 it goes, it Is an argument against maintaining licensees or contractors on a large scale 
a, their action will be confounded with that of Government, and they are natnrally bent on 
selling 8H mnch as they can; but on that question it is not the object of this memorandum to 
submit an opinion. The incident is merely taken from below the. surface of native society to 
show how the general and regrettable disbelief in the sincerity of Government is not altogetMr 
perverse. 

15. My impression is that the increase of Europe liquor shops iB not everywhere sufficiently 
watched, though I do not wish to generalize from a too narrow experience. In Ahmedabad 
the number has been raised since 1891 from 7 to 12 though the population between 1891 and 1901 
rose by only 25 per cent. ; and even that increase was chiefly among the lower classes who do 
not demand European liquor. The latest shop opened (in 1903) in that city, in spite of protests, 
is nearly opposite the High School, and is provided with a side-passage leading to a back door 
wbich again leads to a private room. Witbin two minutes or so walk from the aforesaid High 
School are six shops for European and country liquor. I do no\ mean to suggest that they are 
frequented by any of the boys and have no reason to' do so, but the fact that they are 
allowed to exist by express leave of the authorities may be and, as a 'fact, is lamentably 
misconstrued", 

16. A frequent subject of remark already alluded to is the construction of Europe liquor 
shops with special secret accommodation for the higher castes to enable them to drink without 

. being seen. There can be no question, I sbouldthink, that the abkari department everywbere 
should forbid this. In the City of Bombay, a clause is inserted in the license that" the doors 
Il.IId windows .... not opening on t .. a public road shall be securely closed or barred with iron bars 
and wire netting unless for special reasons exemption is allowed." There is no such requirem!'llt 
in the mofussil. There should be. In all drinking places, except hotels, private rooms should 
be disallowed, and the remarks made in paragraph 13 above apply here also with still more 
force. 

17. Generally speaking and censidering the class of natives that is inclined to patronise 
each class of shops respectively, the Europe shop should be as prominent as possible for publicity 
deters, and the country shop should be as retired as possible for distance deters. 

18. The above is Dot intended to. be an exha.usti":e statement of the measures possible. 
Nor is it claimed that they, or others that might be suggested, are entirely free from objection 
or would be entirely effective. They are, however, practicable, and even if they failed of their 
immediate aim they would be politically wise as vindicating the motives of Government and 
shoWing people that it had no part or parcel in the perpetuation orspresd of an impoverishing 
and degrading habit. 

F. S. P. LELY, 

Additional Member of the Governor-Genert.l's 
Legislative Council_ 
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FINANOE AND COMMEROE DEPARTMENT. 

No. 2455-S. R., dated 21st April 1904. 
To 

The Secretary to Government, Revenue Department, Bombay. 
Sir, 

I am directed to forward for the' consideratiol\ of His Excellency the Governor in Council 
a copy of a memorandum by the Honourable Mr. F. S. P. Lely, C.S.I., late additional member 
of the Legislative Council of ~he Governor-Gen'eral, on the subject of the excise administration 
infudm. ' 

2. The nature and objects of the excise policy of the Government of fudm were exhaust
ively reviewed and expounded in th~ir deSpatch no. 29, dated the 4th February 1890, and the 
following rour principles, enunciated in paragraph 103 of that despatch, were accepted by the 
Secretary of State as those which should guide Local Governments and their officers in adminis-, 
tering excise affairs :-

" (1) that the taxation of the spirituous and intoxica.ting liquors and drugs should be high, 
and in some cases as high as it is possible to enforce; 

, (2) that the traffic in liquor and drugs should be conducted under suitable regulations 
'for Police purposes; . 

(3) that the numher of places at which liquor or drugs can be purchased should be strictly 
limited with regard to the circumstances of each locality; and 

(4) that efforts should be InIIde to ascertain the existence of local public sentiment, and 
that a reasonable '!\!nount of deference should be paid to such opinion when 
sacerta.ined ... 

3. fu ~he same despatch the Government of fudm expressed the opinion that the total 
prohibition of the consumption of stimulants was impracticable in fudm, ev~ if desirable; 
and this conclusion also was accepted ily the Secretary of State. The present Government of 
fudm are in accord with their predecessors on this point, and they cannot accordingly go so far 
as Mr. Lely when he says that the ultimate aim of the Excise administration should be to 
put down drinking altogether. 

4. With this reservation the Government of fudm!'re in cordial sympathy with the spirit 
of Mr. Lely's proposals, and they are fully alive to the evil consequences of the habit of drinking 
to excess. It would be a matte~ of great regret to them if it were true, as stated by Mr. Lely, 
that the belief pevails generaUy arYlO'1lfJ the Native Community that the Government delibet-ately 
foster8 the liquor traffic for the sake of the revenue which it produces. This accusation was descrihed 
in the DeSpatch of 1890 as " merely a mode of expression used for rhetorical pu~oses with the 
object of putting in a striking form the charge, tha.t owing to our wish to increase the revenues, 
we do not go as far in discouraging drinking as we ought, or as those who InIIke the accusation 
think we ought." And in the various general in.truction which have been issued from time to 
time by the Government of fudm the raising of revenue has never been set forth as a primary 
object of excise administration. It is possible, however, that the spirit of these instructions has 
not permeated tQ all the officu who administer the excise laws, ,and the departmental 
officers may in some cases be led by zeal for the efficient administration of their Department to 
regard the revenue derived from the taxation of spirituous liquors as an end in itself rather than 
sa a means of checking consumption. The Government of fudia desire thdt' it InIIy be 
impressed upon such officers that the growth of excise revenue is to be regarded as satisfactory 
only, when it resultsfrom the stW8titution of Iii;it for iUicit manufacture and 8ale, and not from a 
general increase of consumption. To quote the words of Mr. Lely, it should be made clear that 
the Government is on the side c.f abstinence. 

5. Tuming to the specific suggestions put forward in the memorandum, I am.to observe 
that the Government of fudia entirely agree with Mr. Lely that close attention should be paid 
to the locality of existing shops. A bazaar may at any time spring up round a liquor shop, and 
other changes in the neighbourhood may InIIke a nuisance of a shop which was originally free 
from objection. The Government of fudiaconsider that the location of existing shops should 
be periodically examined with a view to ascertaining whether it conforms to the rules.in respect 
of sites, and that it should he laid down as a general rule that an establiskeilshop must not be 
allowed to remain on a site which would not be permissible for the location of a new shop. 

6. fu paragraph 7 of his memorandum Mr. Lely suggests that all shops be gradually 
removed to not, less than half a mile from ,places of common resort. The Government of 
fudia doubt the expediency of a'distance limit, and they consider that the rules in force in 
Bengal deal more satisfactorily with this point, so far at least as the location of a new shop , 
is conc~rned. An extract from these rules is appended and I am to commend to it the attention 
of His Excellency the Governor in Council. These rules should, on tile principle laid down 
in the .last preceding pafagraph, be applied with equl care to old established shops. 

7. Mr. Lely's suggestion that in towns all the liquor shops should be concentrated in a 
imigle street Of market does not commend itself to the Government of fudia. They see no 
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advantage, but rather reverse in bringing together e.ll those who are in need of spirituous liquor, 
or in locating two or more shops in a place where it would suffice: The result would probably 
be mischievous in inducing persons who resort to"the liquor market to drink more than they 
would otherwise do. 

B. Mr. Lely further proposes that the grant of licenses to open temporary shops at fairs 
or religious gatherings should be forbidden except in special cases with the sanction of the Com
missioner. The habits of the people are so widely different in different parts of India that the 
Government of India doubt whether any general rule Oil this pointcan"expediently be laid down. 
In certain parts of the country and among certain classes where alcohol is drunk only on special 
occasions, such as marriage or funerals, it might be feasible and desirable to prohibit the sale of 
alcohol at public assemblies; but in other localities whe1'e the /J01I8umption ofliqUO'l in moderation 
is a general. habit, the proposed restriction migkt 1'_ an unnecessary hardship, interfering with 
a p.,fectly legitimate demand. The question is one which the Government of Indi .. must leave 
to the discretion of the local Government. 

9. The Government of India are inclined to favour the suggestion put forward in para
graphs 13 and 16 of the memorandum that the provision of accommodation for private drinking 
in liquor-shops should be prohibited, and lam to ask that His Excellency the Go,"ernor in Coun
cil will consider whether it cannot be generalIy carried out. 

10. The system referred to in paragraph 14 of the memorandum of granting a monopoly " 
of the vend of the country spirit in a whole district to asingle contractor prevails only in the 
Bombay Presidenoy and Ajmer-Merwara. In this connection I am to invite attention to "the 
correspondence ending with Mr. McIntosh's letter no. 3620-Ex., dated 17th June 1903, 
on the subject of reforming or withdrawing that system. 

11. In paragraph 15 of his Memorandum Mr. Lely raises the question whether shops for 
the sale of foreign liquor are not too freely opened. The statistics before the Government 
of India do not indicate any general increase in the number of such shops, notwithstanding 
the increase in the consumption of foreign liquor; moreover the Governor-General in Council 
does not regard the substitution of these shops for those in which country liquor is sold as an 
evil since the former presumably selI better liquor as a general rule. It may be, however, that 
in some places European liquor-shops are" opened too freely or in unsuitable localities, and 
I am therefore to ask that the local" Government will be on its guard against these 
possibilities. " " 

12. In conclusion I am to ask that the action taken in pursuance of the instructions and 
suggestions conveyed in this letter may be stated in the next annual Excise Report and that 
that Report may notice any other measures, which it may be found possible to introduce with 
a view to checking the habit of drinking to excess. The subject is one which the Government 
of India regard as of vital importance to the welfare of the community, and it cannot be too 
strongly impressed on the administrating officers that the Government policy is to discourage 
drinking and to do alI that is possible, without undue interference with the liberty of the 
,ubject, to suppress the degrading and demoralising habit of intoxication. 

u7_ 

I have, etc:, 

E. N. BAKER, 

Secretary to the Government of India_ 
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APPENDIX B. 

EXCISE COMMITTEE . 

• w! Of Que8!icna. 

1. Will you· state your profession and what opportunities you have had of forming an 
opinion on the questions indica ted below ~ 

2. What is your opinion generally on (a) the excise policy of Government as laid down 
in the Government of lildia's letter F.D. 5001-Exe. of 7th September 1905, the substance 
of which is quoted below, and (b) the actual results of the policy as it has been carried out in 
practice ~ .And do you consider that it has put an effective check on intemperance ¥ 

EXTRACT FROM THE GOVEBlIMENT OF IIIDIA'S LETTER 

U The Government of India have no desire to interfere with the habits of those who use alcohol in moderation. 
this is regarded by them as outside the duty of the Government aDd it is necessary in their opinion to make due pro. 
vision for the needs of such persons. Their.Bettled policy, however, is to minimjse temptation to those who do not 
drink, a.nd to discourage excess among those who do, and to the furtherance of this policy all considerations of 
revenuo must be absolutely sobordinated. The most effective method of furthering this policy is to make the t&x 
upon liquor 88 high 88 it is possible to raise it without stimulating illicit production to a degree which 'Would increase 
instead of djrnjnjabing the total consumption and without driving people to substitute drugs for alcohol or a more for 
a less ha.rmfnl form of liquor. Subject to the same coDiiderati0D8. the number of liquor.mopB should be restricted 
88 fa.r 88 possible. and their location be periodica.J.ly subject to strict ex9J!lin&tion with a view to mjnjmise the 
temptation to drink and to conform 88 far as is reaeonable to publio opinion. It is also importa.nt to secure that 
the liquor which is offered for sale is of good quaJity and not necessarily injuriot18 to health. " 

3. If you advocate any change in the above policy, what suggestions would you olIer to 
improve upon it ~ , 

4. Are you in favour of total prohibition ~ If so, will you state, briefly, your reasons ~ 
Do you consider it to be a practical measure ¥ If so, what steps would you suggest for carrying 
it out? 

5. If you favour prohibition, total or partisl, how would you meet the following among 
other objections w!Ually urged against the adoption of this policy:-

(a) The facility of obtaining liquor by illicit Dleans from palm trees, jaggery, leaj" and 
other sources; .... 

(b) The proximity of Native States and Portuguese territory aud the impracticability of 
enforcing prohibition on them as well as on the n~ighbouring British districts ; 

(e) The customs and habits of certain classes in the Presidency and the possibility of 
serious discontent if those ClL'toms and habits are interfered with; 

(tl) The necessity of maintaining a preventive establishment large enough to cope with 
illicit distillation everywhere and the increased temptations to levy ,illegal exac-
tions on the part of the establishment; . 

(e) The probability of people taking to other intoxicants and deleterious drugs. 

6. What is your opinion on the argument frequently advanced that prohibition, although 
it might not be elIective in the present generation, will have a large influence on the next! 

7. If you consider that the end to be aimed at is the complete cessation of consumption 
of alcoholic liquor, is prohibitive legislation the only means in your opinion for attaining that 
object, or have you any alternative method, legislative or other, to sugg .. ,t by which this goal 
can be reached ¥ . . 

8. Would you apply the principle of prohibition to all liquors, whether distilled or fermen-
ted ~ Would you, for example, prohibit the use of toddy or ,hindi ¥ . 

9. If in your opinion absolute prohibition is not feasible or desirable, what, means would 
you suggest to control cons11l!lption of all kind, of liquors and to gradually reduce it ! 

'10. 'rAe following are some of the means suggested of controlling consumption :
(a) Rationing of shops ; 
(b) Increasing the price of liquor; 
(e) Reducing the number of shops ; 
(tl) Reducing days and hours of sale; 
(e) Reducing the strength of liquor; 
(j) Regulating the location of shops ; 
(g) Restricting or prohibiting the importation and sale of foreign liquor; 
(h) Regulating and where necessary prohihiting certain kinds of licen.._; 
(,) Prescribing IIge limit for customers of liquor; 
!J) Encouraging tempemnce work by subsidising Temperance Associations or by other 

means j .. 

(k) Restric ting or prohibiting the removal of liquor from shops; and 
Have you any constructive proposals to make on all or any of these means, or can you 

auggest allY othC;r means towards that end Y . 
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n. Are you in favour of the introduction of the principle of local option 1 If so, would 
you suggest the means by which local option should be exercised by the public 1 

12. Would you favour the suggestion of investing local bodies, e.g., municipalities and 
district or taluka local boards, with the power of determining the number and location of shops 
in their respective areas 1 If you are in favour of investing local bodies with such power, would 
you be in favour of making them responsible for raising any part of the revenues that would be 
sacrificed by the exercise. of such powers in their area 1 

13. lin ve tho> existing Advisory ColUlllittees been found to be useful institutions! If not, 
what changes would you advocate in the constitution ,'f these Committee.. ! . 

14. Voes the evil of drink contribute to an increase in crime and has it any eHect on the 
output of work! 

. 15. If the net result of the recolUlllendations you would make be reduction or absolute 
extinction of ~xcise revenue, what sourc~ of income would you suggest to make up the loss 1 

NOTE C!N nNAliCIAL SITUATION 

8ubmitled by Mr. P. J. liead, O.S.I .• O.I.E. 

The net revenue from Excise may be taken at a-:., Cl'Ore8. [The deficit due to prohibition or even severe 
restriction may be higher still. 88 ef!Itabllshmenta will require oonaiderable strengthening. if illicit distillation is to be 
,uppmaaed.] . 

Our other revenues ~ roughJy :-
Land Revenue 
Stamps (with o,ew taxe.tion) 
Foresta 
Inigation 
Sm&.l..ler receipta 

... crorea. 
2--2j- crorea. 

87 lakhs. 
21 l&khs. 
3 orores. 

10 crores. 

And expenditure 13 orores (after deduotion of book e.djustmeuta under ,Land Revenue a.nd the 60 la.khs economies 
just efieoted). 

~ public services rendered ha.ve to be fina.noed out of the above resources, e.g., Education, MedicaJ., Courts of . 
Juatioe., Police 88 we1las administration generally. No Provincial revenue is derived hom Customs, Railways. Income 
Tax and Salt. New ta.xation must add to existing rates of taxation or be entirely new. Sur-charges, & g., on Income 
Tu can yield small aum.a only 88 the main revenue is ear-marked for Central purposes. At present expenditure and 
:revenue are ba.la.nced with difficulty and savings by retrenchment are practically absorbed by the increaaing demands 
of education. ". 

16. Have you any s'pecial remarks to oHer in the matter of probibiting and restricting the 
use of opium and hemp drugs 1 

17. How far in your opinion is the custom of giving opium to young children prevalent, 
aud among what classes! What eHect do you consider this custom has on the death-rate among 
children 1 .I .. 
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APPENDIX C. 

PRESS·NoTE NO. 84 DATED THE 16th JULY 1923. 

RalilYning of liquor in Bombay-Some misapprehensions. 

In November of last year Messrs. Strathie and Shanmukham Chettiar, who had been placed 
on deputation to enquire into the temperance measures introduced in certain provinces including 
the rationing system in Bombay, presented their report to the Governme.nt of MadraR. Certain 
statement.s in this report-extracts from which have 'been published in this Presidency-are 
liable to convey a misleading impr~sion of the rationing policy of the Governmen.t of Bombay, 
and the attention of the Government of Madras has been drawn to the statemepts in question. 
In a letter to the Secretary to Government, Revenue Department, Madras, the Secretary to 
Government, Revenue Department, Bombay, said :- . . 

"The statements to which I am to request the particular attention of your Government 
are those contained in paragraph 2 of Mr. Strathie's minute and paragraphs 4 and 25 of Mr. 
Chettiar's minute on the rationing system in Bombay. In the former it is stated thllt the. 
object ofthe Bombay fa tioning system was ' to put a rigid limit to consumption and to bring 
about total prohibition within a definite period' while in the latter it is not merely stated 
that' the obvious result of the systeIl\ will be to bring about a complete prohibition of 
country liquor' within a few years but also that' by adopting this system Government 
assumes direct responsibility for the actual quantity of spirit consmned and Government 
will thereby commit themselves to a policy of which the ultimate issue must be total 
prohibition. The logical result of rationing will be total prohibition within a definite 
period of time.' 

"I am directed to say that tl).ese statements in an official publication are likely to be 
construed as an official pronouncement of the policy of this Government in the direction of 
prohibition and unless officially contradicted might create a false impression in the minds 
of the general public as to what the policy of this Governm.ent is towards this important 
question. I am therefore to say that although it is not inaccurate to say with Mr. Strathie 
that the Bombay rationing system was introduced to meet the popular demend for a for-

.• ward policy in temperance metters it is incorrect to state or to suggest that this Govern
ment have emba,rked on a policy leading directly to prohibition. As a metter of fact, this 
Government have not hitherto considered what attitude it proposes to "dopt towards the , 
question of prohibition and are not at present prepared to meke·any public statement of its 
policy in that conuection. " 

JlOMBAY: PllJlA'JlCD AT TH. GOVKBlfM:aN'l' OBNTB.L PR6lS~ 


